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In the present paper we shall introduce and study new types of 
generalized composition series of a module. This is to be regarded as the 
dual version of Izawa [4]. We have introduced in [4] the concept of a 
U-composition series of M for R-modules U and M as a generalization of 
c-chains in the sense of Goldman [3]. A chain of R-submodules of M con- 
necting r,(M) with M, r,(M)=M, cM, c ... CM, =M, is called a 
U-composition series of M if each factor module M,/M,- I is U-cocritical, 
i.e., if ME/M,- 1 is U-torsionless and any proper homomorphic image of 
MJM, -1 is U-torsion for each i, where z,(M)=(m~MIf(rn)=O for 
every f E Hom,(M, U)}. We have proved in [4] that when U is M-injec- 
tive, (a) M has a U-composition series if and only if M satisfies both the 
ACC and the DCC on U-closed submodules, i.e., on {L, G M, 1 MjL is 
U-torsionless}, (b) all U-composition series of M, if they exist, have the 
same length, and so on. Moreover, we have shown that when U is a quasi- 
injective, M-injective right R-module with endomorphism ring S= 
End(U,), M has a U-composition series of length n if and only if 
.Hom,(M, U) has a composition series of length n. And, as its 
applications, we have shown that (a) if U is a quasi-injective, M-injective 
cogenerator with S= End( U,), we have len sHom,(M, U) = len M,, and 
(b) if U is quasi-injective, End( U,) is a left artinian ring if and only if U 
has a U-composition series, i.e., U satisfies both the ACC and the DCC on 
U-closed submodules. 
In this paper we shall introduce the concepts of a P-cocomposition series 
and a composition P-cochain of M, respectively, for R-modules P and M. 
And we shall prove in Section 2 that when P is M-projective, (a) M has a 
P-cocomposition series if and only if M satisfies both the ACC and the 
DCC on P-cotorsionless submodules (Theorem 2.8(a)), (b) all P-cocom- 
position series of M, if they exist, have the same length (Theorem 2.8(b)), 
(c) M has a P-cocomposition series if and only if A4 has a composition 
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P-cochain, and in this case the length of any composition P-cochain of M 
is equal to that of a P-cocomposition series of M (Theorem 2.10), and so 
on. In addition, we shall show in Section 3 that when P is a quasi-projec- 
tive, M-projective right R-module with T= End(P,), M has a composition 
P-cochain (or equivalently, M has a P-cocomposition series) of length p1 if 
and only if Hom,(P, M)T has a composition series of length n 
(Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4). As its applications, it will be shown that 
(a) if P is a quasi-projective; M-projective generator with T= End(P,), we 
have len Hom,(P, M)= =len M, (Corollary 3.6), and (b) when P is quasi- 
projective, End(P,) is a right artinian ring if and only if P has a com- 
position P-cochain, i.e., P satisfies both the ACC and the DCC on P-cotor- 
sionless submodules (Corollary 3.7). Moreover, when P is quasi-projective, 
we shall study the endomorphism ring of a P-cotorsionless R-module under 
some additional conditions (Theorem 3.9). In Section 4, when P is a projec- 
tive module and U is an injective module cogenerating the so-called 
Jansian torsion theory defined by P, we shall investigate the connection 
between P-cocomposition series and U-composition series of M, respec- 
tively, for any R-module M (Theorem 4.2). Finally, we shall be concerned 
with a module Hom,(P, M), in case P is a Z* (resp. d*) -projective right 
R-module with T= End(P,) in the sense of Nristasescu [7, Theorems 4.5 
and 4.71. 
Throughout this paper every ring is an associative ring with identity and 
we denote by Mod-R the category of all unital right R-modules for a ring 
R. For A4 E Mod-R,. End(M,) denotes the endomorphism ring of M, and 
len M, denotes the composition length of M,. Any homomorphism will be 
written on the side opposite the scalars. So, when S= End(MI,), we regard 
M as an S-R-bimodule s M,. And, the notation Xc Y implies that Xc Y 
and X# Y. The ACC (resp. DCC) denotes the ascending (resp. descending) 
chain condition. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let P E Mod-R, which we fix once for all. For each ME Mod-R, we set 
rep(M) (z(M) in short) =C {Im(f)ISEHom,(P, M)). Then we have an 
idempotent pre-torsion functor 7~: Mod-R --) Mod-R, which satisfies the 
following two conditions: (a) z(M) EM and ?t(z(nCr)) = n(M), and (b) for 
every homomorphism f: M + N, f(n(M)) c n(N). We have by the above 
condition (b) the next: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Iflvc M, then n(N) c n(M). 
Moreover. we have the next result. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M= IJ Mi be the direct sum of a family (Mj} of 
R-modules. Then we have n(M) = LI n(M,). 
ProojI Let pi: M+ Mi be the projection and qi: Mi + M the canonical 
injection for each i. Then we have p,(n(M)) G z(M,) and qi(z(Mi)) c n(M). 
The first inclusion implies that n(M) E II z(M,) and the second inclusion 
implies that JJ n(M,) E x(M). 
An R-module M is said to be P-cotorsionless if n(M) = M, and is said to 
be P-cotorsion if n(M) = 0, i.e., if Hom,(P, M) = 0. Let T be the class of all 
P-cotorsionless right R-modules and F the class of all P-cotorsion right 
R-modules. If M is both P-cotorsionless and P-cotorsion, then clearly 
M = 0. The above condition (a) implies that for every ME Mod-R, 
n(M) ET. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. T is closed under taking homomorphic images and 
direct sums. 
ProojI Let ME T and f: M -+ N an epimorphism. Then we have N = 
fbW=f(OQ)~4N), which implies that N= n(N) ET. Next, let 
M= LI Mj with each M, in T. Then, by Proposition 1.2 we have z(M) = 
Urc(Mi)=LIMz=M,andsoMisinT. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. F is closed under taking submodules, direct products, 
and extensions. 
ProoJ: Let ME F and let N be a submodule of M. Then n(N) E n(M) 
by Proposition 1.1. Therefore, if z(M) = 0, then it follows that z(N) =O. 
Thus N is in F. Next, let M = n M, with each Mi in F, and let pi: M--t Mi 
be the projection. Then pi(z(M)) c z(M,) = 0 for all i, and this implies that 
z(M) =O, i.e., ME F. Let finally 0 + L + g M+ fN+ 0 be an exact 
sequence with both L and N in F. Then f (z(M)) s n(N) = 0. Thus x(M) c 
Ker(f)= g(L), and therefore n(M)=?$n(M))sz(g(L)). Since g is a 
monomorphism, g(L) z L whence z(g(L)) = 0. Therefore z(M) = 0. Thus, 
M is in F. This shows that F is closed under extensions. 
Notation 1. We set 2&(M) = (L 1 L is a P-cotorsionless submodule of 
M} for each ME Mod-R. 
By the above condition (a) and Proposition 1.1, z(M) is the largest 
element of C!&(M) with respect to the relation E . It is well known that M is 
P-cotorsionless if and only if M is generated by P, i.e., there is an 
epimorphism P(I) + M for some index set I, where PC0 denotes the direct 
sum of I-copies of P. 
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Let M, NE Mod-R. As usual, M is said to be N-projective if any diagram 
with exact row of the form 
N-N'------+0 
can be completed commutatively. 
Notation 2. We set @D(M) = {NE Mod-R 1 M is N-projective} for each 
ME Mod-R. 
The next lemma is very useful in our argument. 
LEMMA 1.5 (Azumaya [Z]). G(M) is closed under taking submodules, 
homomorphic images, and finite direct sums. 
Proof Refer to [l, Corollary 1.9). 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let ME Q(P) and let f: M -+ N be an epimorphism. 
Then f(z(M)) = n(N), i.e., f induces an epimorphism: z(M) -+ x(N). 
Proof The above condition (b) implies thatf(n(44)) c n(N). Since P is 
M-projective, for every homomorphism g: P -+ N, there exists a 
homomorphism h: P -+ M such that g = $4. So Im(g) = Im(fh) E f(rc(M)) 
and therefore n(N) c f(n(M)). Thus we have f(n(M)) = n(N). 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let ME @p(P). If M is P-cotorsion, every homomorphic 
image of M is P-cotorsion, too. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let ME Q(P) and let N be a submodule of M, Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) n(M/N) = 0. 
(b) n(M) c N. 
(c) n(M) =x(N). 
Proof: Let f be the natural epimorphism M + M/N. Then f (n(M)) = 
z(j”(M))= n(M/N) by Proposition 1.6. This implies that (a) and (b) are 
equivalent. Assume now (b). Then n(M)==z(x(M))~7t(N) bgi 
Proposition 1.1. Since z(N) c z(M) again by Proposition 1.1, (c) holds. 
The implication (c) + (b) follows from n(N) c N. 
It follows directly from Proposition 1.8 that when ME @s(P), M/n(M) is 
always P-cotorsion. 
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PROPOSITION 1.9. Let ME @p(P) and let 0 -+ L + M -+ N -+ 0 be an exact 
sequence with both L and N in T. Then ME T. 
ProoJ Let f: L -+ M and g: M + N be the homomorphisms which 
define our exact sequence. Since L E T, it follows that f (L) E T and therefore 
f(L) E n(M). But, since f(L) = Ker(g), Ker(g) E n(M). On the other hand, 
since ME Q(P) and g is an epimorphism, g(z(M)) = n.(N) = N by 
Proposition 1.6. Since Ker(g) E n(M), this implies that z(M) = M, and 
hence ME T. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let ME Q(P) and let M= M, + M2 with submodules 
Ml and M, of M. Then we have ~(M)=~(M1)+z(M,). 
Proof Consider the direct sum Ml @Mz. Then- 7c(M1 @ M2) = 
z(M,)@n(M,) by Proposition 1.2. There is an obvious epimorphism f: 
Ml 0 M2 -+ M defined by f(xl, x2) = x1 +x2 for x1 E Ml and x2 EM,. We 
have clearly that f(n(M,) 0 z(MJ) = n(M1) + n(M,). On the other hand, 
since ME Q(P), we know that Ml @M, E Q(P) by using Lemma 1.5. It 
follows from Proposition 1.6 that f(7c(M1 0 MJ) = z(M). These together 
show that n(M) = n(M,) + z(M,). 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let ME Q(P). Then, for any two submodules L and N 
of M, we have 7t(L + N) = n(L) + n(N). 
ProojI By using Lemma 1.5, we have L + NE Q(P). Hence the result 
follows directly from Proposition 1.10. 
2. GENERALIZED COMPOSITION SERIES 
In this section we shall introduce and study the concepts of a P-cocom- 
position series and a composition P-cochain of M, respectively, for 
R-modules P and M as the dual concepts of a U-composition series and a 
maximal U-chain in [4]. Again, let PE Mod-R be fixed and x(M) = 
C {Im(f)l f EHom,(P, M)} for each MeMod-R. 
DEFINITION 1. (a) A non-zero right R-module V is said to be P-neat if 
V is P-cotorsionless and any proper submodule of V is P-cotorsion. 
(b) A chain of R-submodules of M connecting 0 with n(M), 
O=LocL, C ... c L, = z(M), 
is called a P-cocomposition series of M if the factor module L,/LidI is 
P-neat for i = 1,2, . . . . n. 
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These concepts are dual to those of a U-cocritical module and a U-com- 
position series in [4], respectively. When P is a generator in Mod-R, a 
P-neat module is exactly a simple module and a P-cocomposition series of 
M is nothing but a composition series of M. We shall first study P-neat 
modules. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let V be a non-zero R-module. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(a) V is P-neat. 
(b) V is P-cotorsionless and has no non-zero P-cotorsiordess 
submodule other than V. 
(c) V is a homomorphic image of P and every non-zero 
homomorphism: P --f V is an epimorphism. 
Proof. (a) o (b). Suppose V is P-neat. Let W be a proper P-cotor- 
sionless submodule of V. Then W is also P-cotorsion and therefore W = 0. 
Thus (b) holds. Assume conversely (b) and let W be a proper submodule of 
V. Then n( IV) is a proper P-cotorsionless submodule of V and so 
rc( W) = 0, i.e., W is P-cotorsion. Thus I/ is P-neat. 
(c)o (a). Assume (c). Then clearly rc( V) = V, i.e., V is P-cotor- 
sionless. Let W be a proper submodule of V and let f: P--f W be any 
homomorphism. Regarding f as a homomorphism P -+ V, f is not an 
epimorphism and so it follows that f = 0. Thus we have Hom,(P, W) = 0, 
which means that W is P-cotorsion and therefore V is P-neat. Assume con- 
versely (a). Consider Hom,(P, V). Let f E Hom,(P, V) be not an 
epimorphism. Then Im( f) is a proper submodule of V and so is P-cotor- 
sion. This implies that f = 0. Since V is non-zero and P-cotorsionless, V is 
not P-cotorsion, or equivalently, Hom,(P, V) #O. Thus any non-zero 
f E Hom,(P, V) is an epimorphism P + V. Thus (c) holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let VE Q(P) and let V be P-neat. Then every non-zero 
homomorphic image of V is P-neat, too. 
Proof: Let W be a homomorphic image ( # 0) of V and f: V -+ W an 
epimorphism. Then W is P-cotorsionless by Proposition 1.3. Let IV’ be a 
proper submodule of W. Let V’ be the inverse image of W’ by f: Then V’ is 
a proper submodule of V and so is P-cotorsion. Since f( V’) = IV’ and 
V’ E e(P), IV’ is also P-cotorsion by Corollary 1.7. Thus W is P-neat. 
A non-zero R-module V is called co-uniform if, for proper submodules 
V, and V, of V, VI + V2 is also a proper submodule of V, i.e., if every 
proper submodule of V is small in V. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let VE @p(P) and let V be P-neat. Then V is co- 
uniform. 
ProoJ: Let W be a proper submodule of I/ and W+ X= V for some 
submodule X of V. Then we have by Proposition 1.10 that n(W) + n(X) = 
n(V) = V because I/ is P-cotorsionless. Since W is P-cotorsion, rc( W) = 0 
and therefore V= n(X) G X. Hence we have X= V, and this implies that W 
is small in V. 
Remark 1. Let U, VE Mod-R and let U be V-injective. Then, if V is 
U-cocritical in the sense of [4], V is uniform, i.e., every non-zero sub- 
module of V is large in V. Proposition 2.3 is dual to this fact. 
DEFINITION 2. A right R-module V is called P-uniform if V is not 
P-cotorsion and for every non-P-cotorsion submodule v’ of V the factor 
module V/v’ is P-cotorsion. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let VE Q(P). Then, V is P-uniform if and only ifn( V) 
is P-neat. 
Prooj Let V be P-uniform. That V is not P-cotorsion means that 
n(V) # 0. Let W be any non-zero P-cotorsionless submodule of rc( V). Then 
W is not P-cotorsion and therefore V/W must be P-cotorsion by 
assumption, i.e., n( V/W) = 0. Since VE Q(P), it follows by Proposition 1.8 
that rc( V) = rc( W) = W. This shows that K(V) is P-neat by Proposition 2.1. 
Suppose conversely that rr( V) is P-neat. Let W be any non-P-cotorsion 
submodule of V. Then rc( W) # 0 and rc( W) c Z( V). It follows by 
Proposition 2.1 that rc( W) = n(V) and hence n(V/W) =0 by 
Proposition 1.8. Thus V is P-uniform. 
In general, any P-neat module is P-uniform. If, furthermore, VE Q(P) 
and V is P-cotorsionless, then V is P-uniform if and only if V is P-neat. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let VVE Q(P) and W a submodule of V. Then we have 
the following assertions. 
(a) If W is P-uniform and V/W is P-cotorsion, then V is P-uniform. 
(b) If W is P-cotorsion and V/W is P-uniform, then V is P-uniform. 
ProoJ: (a) Since W is P-uniform, rc( W) is P-neat by Proposition 2.4. 
Since V/W is P-cotorsion, rc( V) = rc( W) by Proposition 1.8. Thus rc( V) is 
P-neat, which implies that V is P-uniform again by Proposition 2.4. 
(b) Since V/W is not P-cotorsion, rc( V) # 0 by Corollary 1.7. Let 
L be a proper submodule of rr( V). Suppose W+ L = W+ rc( V). Then 
z(V) = (W+ L)n x(V) = (Wn z(V)) + L and therefore 7t(V)/Lz 
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( Wn x( V))/( Wn L). Since 7c( V)/L is a homomorphic image of a P-cotor- 
sionless module rr( V), rr( V)/L is P-cotorsionless. On the other hand, since 
Wn n(V) is P-cotorsion by Proposition 1.4, ( Wn x( V))/( Wn L) is 
P-cotorsion too by Lemma 1.5 and Coroliary 1.7. Thus rr(V)/L is both 
P-cotorsionless and P-cotorsion, and therefore n( V)/L = 0, i.e., n(V) = I,. 
But, this contradicts the assumption that L is a proper submodule of n(V). 
Thus WS L is a proper submodule of W+ n( V), and hence ( W+ L)/W is 
a proper submodule of ( W+ n( V))/ W = Z( V/ W). Since V/W is P-uniform, 
Z( V/ W) is P-neat by Proposition 2.4. Therefore its proper submodule 
(W-t L)/W must be P-cotorsion. Hence L/( Wn L) is also P-cotorsion. 
Since W is P-cotorsion by assumption, it follows by Proposition 1.4 that 
Wn L is P-cotorsion. Hence L is P-cotorsion again by Propositian 1.4 
which implies that rc( V) is P-neat. Therefore V is P-uniform by 
Proposition 2.4. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.5. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let ME Q(P) and N be a P-eotorsionless submodzlle of 
M. Then we have the following assertions. 
(a) MfN is P-neat if and only if M is P-cotorsionless, NC M, a& 
there is no F-cotorsionless submodule L such that NC L c M. 
(b) M/N is P-uniform if and only ij’ z(M)/N is P-neat. 
Proof. (a) Let MfN be P-neat. Then M/N # 0, i.e., N c M and M/N is 
P-cotorsionless. Since N is P-cotorsionless, M is also P-cotorsionless by 
Proposition 1.9. Moreover, if there is a P-cotorsionless submodule L such 
that N c L c M, then 0 # L/NC M/N and L/N is P-cotorsionless, which 
contradicts that M/N is P-neat. Suppose M is P-cotorsionless and N # M. 
Then M/N is a non-zero Pkotorsionless module. Every non-zero proper 
submodule !of M/N is given by L/N with a submodule L such that 
N c L c M, and if L/N is P-cotorsionless, then L is also P-cotorsionless 
again by Proposition 1.9. Thus there is no non-zero P-cotorsionless sub- 
module of M/N other than M/N. Therefore M/N is P-neat by 
Proposition 2.1. 
(b) Since M/NE 0(P) by Lemma 1.5, it follows from Proposition 2.4 
that M/N is P-uniform if and only if n(M/N) is P-neat. Since N is P-cotor- 
sionless, we have N c n(M) and therefore n(M/N) = x(M)/N. This proves 
(b). 
Recall that ~~(M)={LR~MR~n(L)=L). By setting v {Mi}=CMi 
and A { Mi > = rr( n M,) for any family {M, > of P-cotorsionfess submodules 
of M we can give a complete lattice structure with respect to the incksion 
relation c to 9”(M). And, 0 is the smallest element and n(M) is the largest 
element of 5$(M), respectively. Moreover, we have the next important 
assertion. 
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THEOREM 2.7. If ME Q(P), then 9&(M) is a modular lattice. 
ProoJ: Let K, L, and N be in 9$(M) and KG L. Recall that the lattice 
of all submodules of M is modular. Now, we have that 
LA (Kv N)=n(Ln(K+N)) 
=n(K+(LnN)) 
= z(K) + 7c(L n N) by Corollary 1.11 
=Kv(LnN). 
This implies that $(M) is a modular lattice. 
Let ME Q(P). Since ?&p(M) forms a modular lattice, the Jordan-Holder 
theorem holds for composition chains in 9$(M), as is well known (e.g., 
refer to [8, Chap. III]). If L E 9&(M) has a composition chain in 9$(M) 
(i.e., a maximal chain in 9&(M) connecting 0 with L), then the length of the 
chain is independent of the choice of the chain and is called the length of L 
in 9&(M). If KE $(M) and Kc L, then K also has a composition chain in 
G!&(M) and the length of K< the length of L. Moreover, if there is given a 
chain of P-cotorsionless submodules of M: 0 = L, c L1 c . . . c L, = L, 
then it follows from (a) of Proposition 2.6 that the chain is a composition 
chain in 9$(M) if and only if L,/L,+ 1 is P-neat for i = 1,2, . . . . r. Therefore a 
P-cocomposition series of M is nothing but a composition chain of z(M) in 
F&(M). Thus we have the next fundamental theorem. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let ME Q(P). Then we have the following assertions. 
(a) M has a P-cocomposition series if and only if3p(M) is a lattice of 
finite length, i.e., M satisfies both the ACC and the DCC on P-cotorsionless 
submodules. 
(b) All P-cocomposition series of M, if they exist, have the same 
length. 
ProoJ These results follow from Theorem 2.7 and [8, Corollary 3.2 and 
Proposition 3.51. 
Notation 3. Let ME a(P). If M has a P-cocomposition series of 
length n, then we denote this by P-codim M, = n, and if M has no 
P-cocomposition series, it will be denoted by P-codim M, = co. 
DEFINITION 3. A chain of R-submodules of M. 
MO cM, c ... CM,,, 
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is called a P-cochain of length n in M if the factor module M,/M,_ 1 is not 
P-cotorsion for i = 1,2, . . . . it. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let ME@(P), and let 
Mo’Ml c ... CM, 
be a P-cochain in M. Define Mb = z(M,) and M~/M:- 1 = n(M,/M{- 1) for 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n. Then we have a chain of P-cotorsionless submodules of M, 
Mbciq c ..- CM:,. 
Proof Clearly Mb is P-cotorsionless. Suppose M:_, is P-cotorsionless. 
Then, since Mz!/M:- 1 is P-cotorsionless and MI E @p(P), MI is P-cotor- 
sionless by Proposition 1.9. This shows that every MI is P-cotorsionless by 
induction. Since M,/M,_ 1 is not P-cotorsion and M,/M:- 1 E Q(P) by 
Lemma 1.5, M,/h& 1 must be a non-P-cotorsion module by Corollary 1.7. 
This means that MI/M:- 1 = n(M,/M:- 1) # 0, i.e., M;- I # Mi for each i. 
DEFINITION 4. A chain of R-submodules of M, 
O=M~CM,c ... cM,=M, 
is called a composition P-cochain of A4 if the factor module M,/M,_ 1 is 
P-uniform for i = 1, 2, . . . . 12. 
By the definition of the P-uniformity it is clear that a composition 
P-cochain of M is characterized as a maximal P-cochain in M connecting 0 
with M. The next theorem is an available result which shows the relation 
between composition P-cochains and P-cocomposition series. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let ME Q(P). Let 
be a P-cochain in M and let 
O=MbcM;c ... CM:, (21 
be the corresponding chain of P-cotorsionless submadules of M as defined in 
Lemma 2.9. Then we have the following assertions. 
(4 Mh = z(M), and (1) is a composition P-cochain of A4 if and 
only if (2) is a P-cocomposition series of M. 
(b) If 
O=L,cL, C .*. cL,=n(M) (33 
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is a P-cocomposition series of M, then 
O=LocL, C ..* CL,-1 CM (4) 
is a composition P-cochain of M. 
ProoJ: (a) Since MA- 1 is P-cotorsionless, MI,- 1 E n(M) and therefore 
rc(M)/MA-, =rc(M/M~-,) = x(M,,/M~-,)=ML/Mk-,. Thus we have 
ML = z(M). Let i> 0. Then M,‘/M:-, = rc(M,/M:_,) and so M,/kf,! % 
(M,/M:- r)/n(MJM:_ 1) is P-cotorsion by Proposition 1.8. Therefore, if 
Mi+ JM, is P-uniform, then M, + ,/M: is also P-uniform by (b) of 
Proposition 2.5, but this means that M:+ ,/MI = rc(Mj+ ,/Mf) is P-neat by 
Proposition 2.4. Assume conversely that M:, ,/M: = z(Mi+ ,/MI) is 
P-neat. Since, according to Proposition 1.6, n(M,+ ,/MJ is an image of 
rc(M, + 1 /MI) under the natural epimorphism M, + 1 /M: + M, + I /M, , 
x(M,+ ,/Mj) is also P-neat by Proposition 2.2, which implies that M, + r/M, 
is P-uniform again by Proposition 2.4. And it is clear by Proposition 2.4 
that M, is P-uniform if and only if M; is P-neat. Thus the proof of (a) is 
completed. 
(b) Assume that (3) is a P-cocomposition series of M. Since 
x(M)/&-, = L,/L,-l is P-neat and since n(M)/L,-, = z(M/L,-~) by 
Proposition 1.6, it follows from Proposition 2.4 that M/L,- r is P-uniform. 
This, together with the fact that each L,/L,- 1 is P-neat whence P-uniform, 
implies that (4) is a composition P-cochain of M, as desired. 
It follows from Theorem 2.10 that, for an R-module M in Q(P), M has a 
composition P-cochain if and only if M has a P-cocomposition series, and 
in this case the length of any composition P-cochain of M is equal to 
P-codim M, and in addition any P-cochain in M has finite length t with 
t < P-codim M,. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let ME Q(P) and let N be a submodule of M. Then M 
has a composition P-cochain if and only if both N and MfN have composition 
P-cochains, and in this case we have that 
P-codim M, = P-codim N, + P-codim( M/N), . 
ProoJ: Suppose M has a composition P-cochain, or equivalently, M has 
a P-cocomposition series. Since x(N) E ‘S&(M) and z(N) E n(M), z(N) then 
has a composition chain in F&(M), and therefore N has a composition 
P-cochain by Theorem 2.10. Let now 
O=LOcL1 c ... cL,=z(M) 
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be a P-cocomposition series of M, and let f be the natural epimorphism 
M -+ M/N. Since f(rc(M)) = z(M/N) by Proposition 1.6 and since f(Li) E 
C$(M/N) for each i by Proposition 1.3, we have the following chain in 
SW/N): 
0=f&J~f(L,)~ . . . G f(L,) = n(M/N). 
Since each f(L,)/f(L, _ r) is a homomorphic image of the P-neat module 
L,/L,- r, it is also P-neat by Proposition 2.2 if it is non-zero, i.e., f(L,) # 
f(L,_ r). This means that by removing redundant terms out of the chain we 
have a composition chain of n(M/N) in $,(M/N). Thus M/N has a com- 
position P-cochain by Theorem 2.10. Suppose conversely both N and M/N 
have composition P-cochains, say 
O=N,, cN1 c ..a cN,=N 
and 
O=Mo/NcM1/Nc ... cMJN=MfN. 
Then the second chain yields the following chain of submodules of M: 
N=MOcM1c ..-cM,=M. 
However, since M,/M,- r z (M,/N)/(M,_ ,/N) is P-uniform for i = 
1, 2, . . . . s, we know that the combined chain 
O=N,cN,c...cN,(=N=M,)cM,c...cM,=M 
of length r + s gives a composition P-cochain of M, and therefore we have 
that P-codim M, = P-codim N, + P-codim(M/N),. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let ME Q(P) and P-codim M, < ao. Then, for any 
two submodules L and N of M, we have that 
P-codim L, + P-codim N, = P-codim(L n N)R + P-codim(L + N)R. 
Proof. Applying Theorem 2.11 to the two exact sequences 
O-L-L+N-(Li-N)/L-0 
and 
O- LnN- N------+ N/(LnN)-0, 
we can easily get the required equality. 
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3. MODULES OF FINITE P-CODIMENSION 
In this section we shall characterize a module which has a composition 
P-cochain in case P is quasi-projective and M-projective, and in addition 
we shall give some applications. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P, VE Q(P) and T= End(P,). Then, 
P-codim V, = 1, or equivalently, V is P-uniform if and only ifHom,(P, V), 
is simple. 
ProoJ: Suppose V is P-uniform. The exact sequence 
o- xp(V)- v- V/rc,( V) - 0 
induces the exact sequence of right T-modules as follows, 
0 - Hom,(P, nnp( V) - Hom,(p, VI 
- HomAP, V/nA VI) - 0, 
because’p is V-projective. Since V is P-uniform, V/zp( V) is P-cotorsion, 
i.e., Hom,(P, V/7tp( V)) = 0. Hence we have that Hom,(P, rcp( V)), z 
Hom,(P, V), canonically. So we may assume from the first that V is P-neat 
by Proposition 2.4. Let f, ge Hom,(P, V) with f#O. Then f is an 
epimorphism by Proposition 2.1. Since P is quasi-projective, there is a t E T 
such that g= ft. Thus we have Hom,(P, V), =fr, and therefore 
Hom,(P, V), is simple. 
Assume conversely that Hom,(P, V), is simple. Let WE 2&.(V). Since 
Hom,(P, W)=O or Hom,(P, IF’) =Hom,(P, V), it follows that W= 
TOV=C Mf)lf H E om,(P, W)} = 0 or rcp( V). Thus we have C!$( V) = 
(0, nP( V)}. Therefore we have P-codim V, = 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. (Albu and Nastasescu [l, Proposition 4.91). Let PE (P(P) 
with T= End(P,) and ME Mod-R. If X is a finitely generated T-submodule 
of Hom,(P, M), then we have that 
Hom,(p, 1 (Wf) I f E X}) = X. 
We are now in a position to state one of our main results. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let P, ME Q(P) with T= End(P,), and let us set A?, = 
Hom,(P, M)=for ME Mod-R. If 
O=M,cM, c ..- CM, =M (1) 
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is a composition P-cochain of M, and if we put Xi = HomR(P, Mi) for each 5, 
0=x, cx, c ... cx, =A 
is a composition series of A,. Conversely, if 
0=x, cxl c ... cx, =A2 (3) 
is a composition series of $fr, and if we put Mj =C (Im(f )I f EX~} for 
j==O, 1, . . . . r- 1 and M, = M, then 
O=M,cM,c . . . cM,=M (4) 
is a composition P-cochain of M. Therefore we have P-codim M, = len A,. 
ProoJ: Suppose (1) is a composition P-cochain of M. Since P is 
M,-projective by Lemma 1.5, the exact sequence 
0- Miel---+ ML------+ Mi/kl- I___* 0 
yields the exact sequence of right T-modules as follows: 
0 - Hom,(P, M,- 1) - Hom,(P, M,) 
----+ Hom,(P, Mi/M,_,)- 0. 
Hence we have that (Xi/X,-,). ~Horn,(P, M,/M,-,), for each i. Since 
M,/M,- I is P-uniform and M,/M,-, E@(P) again by Lemma 1.5, then 
Hom,(R Ml/M<- 1 )T is simple by Proposition 3.1. Thus (Xi/Xi- r) T is 
simple too for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Therefore (2) is a composition series of k,. 
Assume conversely that (3) is composition series of a,. Let us put 
L, =C PW3lf EXJ f or each j. Since each Xj is a finitely generated 
T-submodule of &, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that Xi = 
HomR(-CC W(f)lf EX/))=H om,(P, Lj) for each j, and this implies 
that L, = rcP( LJ) and L, _ 1 # L, for each j. So we have the chain of P-cotor- 
sionless submodules of M as follows: 
O=L, CL, c - a. c L, = n,(M). (3 
Since Lj E Q(P), we have the exact sequence of right T-modules as follows: 
0- Hom,(P, L,-,)- Hom,(P, Lj) 
- Hom,(P, L,/L,- 1) -----+ 0. 
Hence we have that Hom,(P, L,/L,- r)= z Hom,(P, Lj)r/Hom,(P, LJ- 1)T 
= (Xi/Xi- l)T. So Hom,(P, L,/L,- I)T is simple for each j, and therefore 
L,/L,- I is P-uniform by Lemma 1.5 and Proposition 3.1. Since, moreover, 
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L,/L,-, is P-cotorsionless by Proposition 1.3, it follows that L,/L,-, is 
P-neat for each j. Thus (5) is a P-cocomposition series of M. Now, let us 
put M, = Lj for j = 0, 1, . . . . r - 1 and M, = M, and then 
O=M,cM, c ... cM,=M (4) 
is a composition P-cochain of M by Theorem 2.10. In particular, we have 
P-codim M, = len M,. Thus the proof of Theorem 3.3 is completed. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let P, T, M, and h be the same as in Theorem 3.3. 
Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between P-cocomposition series of 
M and composition series of eT, under which if 
and 
O=L() CL, C ... c L, = n,(M) (1) 
0=x, cx, c *.* cx,=& (2) 
are the corresponding chains, then these satisfy the equality n = r and the 
conditions X, = Hom,(P, L,) and Lj = C (Im(f) 1 f~ Xj} for each i and 
each j. 
ProoJ: If (1) is a P-cocomposition series of M, the chain 0 = 
LO’Ll C -0. CL,-1 c M is a composition P-cochain of M by 
Theorem 2.10. And clearly Hom,(P, znp(M)) = Hom,(P, M) = &; so if 
we put X, =Hom,(P, LJ for each i, then the chain 0= 
XO’Xl c ... c X, = M is a composition series of M, by Theorem 3.3, and 
in addition C (Im(f)I f EX,} = 7cnp(Li) = L, for each i. Assume conversely 
that (2) is a composition series of M,, and if we put L, = 
C {Wf)IfEXj) f or each j, then the chain O=L,cL, c ... CL,= 
zp(M) is a P-cocomposition series of M as shown in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3, and moreover it follows by Lemma 3.2 that Hom,(P, Lj) = Xi 
for each j. 
P is said to be an M-generator if P generates all submodules of M. As is 
well known, P is called a self-generator if P is a P-generator, and is called a 
generator in Mod-R if P is an M-generator for all ME Mod-R. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let P be a quasi-projective, M-projective M-generator 
with T= End(P,). Then we have len Hom,(P, M)= = len M,. 
ProoJ Since P is an M-generator, F&(M) becomes the lattice of all sub- 
modules of M. So any P-cocomposition series of M is just a composition 
series of M. Therefore by Theorem 3.3 we have len Hom,(P, M). = 
P-codim M, = len MR. 
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COROLLARY 3.6. If P is a quasi-projective generator in Mod-R with T = 
End( PR), then we have len Hom,(P, M)T = len M, for each ME @p(P). In 
particular, tf P is a projective generator in Mod-R, then we have 
len Hom,(P, M). = len M, for each ME Mod-R. 
COROLLARY 3.7. We have the following assertions. 
(a) If P is a quasi-projective right R-mod& with T= End(P,), then 
we have len TT = P-codim P,. That is to say, T is a right artinian ring if and 
only if P has a composition P-cochain, i.e., P satisjles both the ACC and the 
DCC on P-cotorsionless submodules. 
(b) If P is a quasi-projective self-generator with T = End(P,), then we 
have len T, = len P,. That is to say, T is a right artinian ring if and only if 
P has finite length. 
Remark 2. Let P E Q(P) with T= End(P,). Then it has been shown in 
[ 1, Corollary 4.111 that (a) Hom,(P, M)T is coperfect if and only if the 
DCC holds on (L, G M, 1 there is an epimorphism: P” -+ L for some 
integer n >, 11, and (b) Hom,(P, M)r is noetherian if and only if 2$(M) is 
a noetherian lattice. Thereby we can easily deduce that Hom,(P, M)T has 
finite length if and only if ‘?$(M) is both noetherian and artinian. Indeed, 
assume first that gp(M) is both noetherian and artinian. Then 
Hom,(P, M)T is both noetherian and coperfect by the above (a) and (b), 
and therefore Hom,(P, M)r has finite length. Assume conversely that 
Hom,(P, M). has finite length. Consider any strictly descending chain of 
P-cotorsionless submodules of M, L, =3 L, 13 L, 3 ... . Since L, = n(Li) = 
C {Im(fNf~HomR(PJi)) f or each i, this yields the strictly descending 
chain of T-submodules of Hom,(P, M), Hom,(P, L,) 3 Hom,(P, L,) 3 
Hom,(P, L3) =, . . . , and hence the chain must be Iinite. On the other hand, 
by the above (b), G&(M) is noetherian, too. 
In what follows we shall study the endomorphism ring of a P-cotor- 
sionless module under some additional conditions. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let P, ME Mod-R with T= End(P,). If M is P-cotor- 
sianless, there is a ring monomorphism End(M,) -+ End(Hom,(P, M)r). 
Proof. Define a map r+k End(M,) -+ End(Hom,(P, M).) by setting 
[q?(f)](~) = f a for all f E End(M,) and all a E Hom,(P, M). Then we can 
easily verify that I++ is a ring homomorphism. Suppose next I/Q+) = 0. Then 
fct = 0 for all CI E Hom,(P, M) and this means that f = 0 because P 
generates M. Therefore $ is a ring monomorphism. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let P E Q(P) and let M be P-cotorsionless. Then we have 
the following assertions. 
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(a) If M is P-untform and ME G(P), then End(M,) is embeddable in 
a division ring. 
(b) If M satisfies both the ACC and the DCC on P-cotorsionless sub- 
modules, then End(M,) is embeddable in a semi-primary ring. 
Proof Let T= End(P,). (a) In this case Hom,(P, M)= is simple by 
Proposition 3.1 and therefore End(Hom,(P, M).) is a division ring. On 
the other hand, since M is P-cotorsionless, End(M,) is embeddable in 
End(Hom,(P, M).) by Lemma 3.8. 
(b) In this case Hom,(P, M)T has finite length by Remark 2 and 
therefore End(Hom,(P, M).) is a semi-primary ring. Thus the result 
follows from Lemma 3.8. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let P, ME Q(P), P-codim M, < co, and M P-cotor- 
sionless. Then End(M,) is embeddable in a semi-primary ring. 
4. A CONNECTION BETWEEN P-COCOMPOSITION SERIES 
AND U-COMPOSITION SERIES 
Throughout this section let P be a projective right R-module with T= 
End(P,), and let (F, 9) be the Jansian torsion theory defined by P and U 
an injective right R-module cogenerating (Y, 9) with S= End(U,). Then 
is known that 
Y = {ME Mod-R 1 M is P-cotorsion} 
= {ME Mod-R ( M is U-torsion}. 
For each MEM~~-R we put z,(M)=(m~Ml f(m)=0 for every 
f E Hom,(M, U) >. Th en z,(M) is the smallest among U-closed sub- 
modules of M. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let P and U be the same as defined above. And let 
M,cM, c ... CM, (*I 
be a chain of submodules of M. Then, (*) is a maximal P-cochain in M, i.e., 
(*) is a P-cochain in M which has no proper refinement tf and only tf (*) is a 
maximal U-chain in M in the sense of [4]. 
Proof Notice first that a chain of submodules of M is a P-cochain in M 
if and only if it is a U-chain in M. Suppose (*) is a maximal P-cochain in 
M. Then the chain 0 c M1 c . . . c M, _ r c M is a composition P-cochain 
of M by Proposition 2.5. Hence we have P-codim M, = n and so it follows 
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that any P-cochain in M has the length t < 14. Therefore, although (*) is 
also a U-chain in M, it must be maximal. Suppose conversely (*) is a 
maximal U-chain in M. In this case, by [4, Theorem 2.111 we have 
U-len M, = n in the sense of [4] and therefore any U-chain in M has the 
length s d n by [4, Theorem 2.101. Therefore (*) must be a maximal 
P-cochain in M. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let P and U be the same as above and ME Mod-R. Then 
we have P-codim M, = U-len M,. In fact, if 
O=MocM1c ..-cM,=7rr,(M) (1) 
is a P-cocomposition series of M, and if we put L, = M and Li- 1/M, - 1 = 
z,(L,/M, l)for i=n, n-l, . . . . 1, then 
‘u(M)=L,cL1c ... cL,=M (2) 
is a U-composition series of M. Conversely, if 
r”(M)=LOCL, c ... cL,=M (3) 
is a U-composition series of M, and if we put M, = 0 and Mj/Mj- 1 = 
n,(LJM,-,) for j= 1, 2, . . . . r. then 
O=M,cM, c --. cM,=n,(M) 
is a P-cocomposition series of M. 
(4) 
Proof. Assume that (1) is a P-cocomposition series of M. Then (1) is a 
maximal P-cochain in M whence (1) is also a maximal U-chain in M by 
Lemma 4.1. So (2) is a U-composition series of M by means of [4, 
Theorem 2.111. Assume next that (3) is a U-composition series of M. Then 
(3) is a maximal U-chain in M by [4, Theorem 2.111. This means by 
Lemma 4.1 that it is also a maximal P-cochain in M. Since z,(M) is U-tor- 
sion, z,(M) is also P-cotorsion. So the chain 
OcL1 c ... cL,=M 
is a composition P-cochain of M. Therefore, by means of Theorem 2.10, (4) 
is a P-cocomposition series of M 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let P, U, T, and S be the same as defined above. Then, 
for each ME Mod-R, we have that len Hom,(P, M). = P-codim M, = 
U-len M, = len .Hom,(M, U). 
Proof: This is due to Theorems 3.3 and 4.2 and [4, Theorem 3.41. 
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In [7] Nastbescu has introduced and studied the concepts of ,Z’*-projec- 
tive and A*-projective modules. In what follows, we shall investigate a 
module Hom,(P, M)= in case P is a Z* (resp. A*)-projective right 
R-module with T= End(P,). Let Fp be the Gabriel topology on R 
associated with the Jansian torsion theory defined by P. Let W&M) denote 
the lattice of all U-closed submodules of M, i.e., let VU(M) = 
{LR c M, 1 M/L is U-torsionless}. A projective right R-module P is said to 
be Z*-projective (resp. A*-projective) if R is &-noetherian (resp. 9$- 
artinian), i.e., if G&,(R) is a noetherian (resp. an artinian) lattice. 
LEMMA 4.4 (Nastasescu [6, Propositions 2.5 and 2.5’3). Let ME Mod-R. 
Then, C?&(M) is noetherian (resp. artinian) if and only if M is 9$-noetherian 
(resp. Fr-artinian), i.e., Wt,(M) is noetherian (resp. artinian). 
Proo$ Refer to Cl, Propositions 8.3 and 8.41. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let P be a Z*-projective right R-module with T= 
End(P,), and let ME Mod-R. If there is a finitely generated submodule M’ 
of M such that Hom,(P, M/M’) =0 (in particular, if M is finitely 
generated), then Hom,(P, M)r is noetherian. 
Proof Recall that Hom,(P, M/M’) = 0 if and only if Hom,(M/M’, U) = 0. 
Hence in this case M is .$+linitely generated (see [l, Chap. 3 J for the 
definition). Since R is 9$-noetherian by assumption and since M is 
&-finitely generated, then M is 9$-noetherian by Cl, Corollary 6.41. So 
C+&(M) is a noetherian lattice by Lemma 4.4. Therefore Hom,(P, M)r is 
noetherian by [ 1, Corollary 4.111. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let P be a finitely generated C*-projective right 
R-module. Then End(P,) is a right noetherian ring. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let P be a A*-projective right R-module with T= 
End(P,), and let ME Mod-R. If there is a finitely generated submodule M’ 
of M such that Hom,(P, M/M’) = 0 (in particular, if M is finitely 
generated), then Hom,(P, M)= has finite length. 
ProoJ Since P is A*-projective, R is Fp-artinian and therefore R is also 
&,-noetherian by Miller and Teply’s theorem in [S]. And, since M is 
9&Xinitely generated, M is both Fp-noetherian and Tp-artinian by 
[ 1, Corollary 6.41. Hence CC&(M) is a lattice of finite length by Lemma 4.4. 
Therefore, by Theorems 2.8 and 3.3 we have len Hom,(P, M)r = 
P-codim M, = n for some integer II 2 0, as desired. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let P be a jinitely generated A*-projective right 
R-module. Then End(P,) is a right artinian ring. 
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